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A Time to Rock
This tribute contains twenty-two of Chet's greatest solos and duets along with interviews with his daughter, Merle Atkins
Russell and close friends such as Jerry Reed, Vince Gill, Eddy Arnold, Don Mclean and many others. This book offers
touching insight into the character of an American original, who did much to shape the course of music history and the
guitar. Most importantly, Chet Atkins helped thousands of people over the course of his life through kindness and
generosity. To quote Jerry Reed, "There is only one." This book is a tribute to a special man, a special artist a hero to the
millions of lives he touched. The Atkins Family has shared many rare photographs which are presented in a special eightpage color insert. Selections include, "Heartaches, Caravan, When You Wish Upon a Star (live version), Music to Watch Girls
by, Stars and Stripes Forever, Jerry's Breakdown, Nashtown Ville" and many others. All music is in standard notation and in
tablature. Please visit www.ChetLicks.com for more information.

Space Traveler
East Tennessee State University (ETSU), located in Johnson City, was founded in 1911 as East Tennessee State Normal
School to provide teachers for the state's public schools. The institution originally offered two courses of study: a four-year
high school program and a two-year normal school curriculum, which initially enrolled 29 students. Today ETSU serves more
than 14,000 students and offers over 100 undergraduate programs, 75 master's programs, and a dozen areas of doctoral
study. The university is organized into 11 colleges and schools. Approximately 700 full-time faculty members, 80 percent of
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whom hold doctorates, serve the institution's students. Indicative of embracing its Appalachian heritage and location, the
university boasts several unique programs, which include bluegrass studies and storytelling. While ETSU offers all the
opportunities and resources of any large university, it also has many advantages typically found only in small colleges.

A Century of Country
Reviews and rates the best recordings of country artists and groups, provides biographies of the artists, and charts the
evolution of country music

Chet Atkins - Contemporary Styles
(Guitar Recorded Versions). Jerry Reed is one of country music's guitar pioneers. His unique instrumental approach has
strongly influenced the current generation of Nashville players. Now, you can learn from the source! Here are a dozen songs
transcribed in notes & tab, plus an in-depth analysis of Jerry's style and approach to the guitar. Includes: Funky Junk *
Jerry's Breakdown * The Mad Russian * A Major Attempt at a Minor Thing * Nut Sundae * Picky, Picky, Picky * Seidina (First
Born) * Steeplechase Lane * Stumpwater * Swarmin' * Swingin' '69 * Two-Timin'.

Chet Atkins in Three Dimensions
This is an updated edition of Chet Atkin's famous guitar method. It contains numerous picking studies, chord etudes and
great Atkin's style guitar solos. Written in notation and tablature.

East Tennessee State University
Of the thousands of rock guitarists, a handful have defined the sound that the rest emulate. From Duane Allman to Frank
Zappa, and the style and careers of 34 master axemen in between, Gill has captured the essence of great guitar playing
and presented it in a format that will appeal to professional guitarists, weekend players, novices and even air guitarists.
Photos.

Play like Chet Atkins
Rock Obituaries - Knocking On Heaven's Door
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Modern Chord Progressions
Chet Atkins: Me and My Guitars is, without a doubt, the most comprehensive and enlightening book on Chet Atkins ever
published. A friend of Atkins' for 40 years, Russ Cochran was privy to stories from Chet that even the most knowledgeable
Chet fan would never know about. Chet tells it all in his own words about his childhood, his playing influences and early
struggles to find work, along with insight into the guitars he used and endorsed along the way. The book includes full-color
photos of Chet and his guitars, many only previously seen in a limited collector's edition. Photographer Wolf Hoffman
manages to expertly capture the images of some very famous guitars played by Chet, including his first Sears Roebuck
Silvertone, custom made D'Angelicos, the Gretsches, and the prototype models of the current Gibson Country Gentleman
guitars. Over 60 guitars in Chet's private collection are photographed in Chet's home and his office on Music Row. Chet
speaks about each of his important guitars - including the Gibson L-10 which his brother Jim gave him - telling the story of
his career as seen through his guitars. More than just a pictorial review of his guitars throughout the years, it's a fascinating
look inside the mind of history's greatest guitar player. This book will appeal to guitar collectors and Chet Atkins fans
everywhere. Full-color and B/W photos throughout.

Gene Vincent & Eddie Cochran
A Time to Rock traces the development through the key players, movers, and shakers in rock and roll. It is a thoughtful and
thought provoking look at rock and how it affects and is affected by the social trends of its time

Fabulous 8
The United Kingdom had never seen anything like it, as two rock'n'roll legends rampaged around the country on Britain's
first-ever rock tour. Gene Vincent and Eddie Cochran lived the rock'n'roll lifestyle to the full, bringing to an end the
monochrome 1950s and ushering in the swinging 60s. John Collis has traced the story of the UK tour that was a defining
moment in British popular culture to its tragic climax with the death of Eddie Cochran. He looks back on the contrasting
backgrounds of the two stars, follows the tale onwards to Gene Vincent's death from alcohol and drug abuse, and examines
the lasting legacy of their music.

The Rise of the Crooners
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First 50 Songs You Should Fingerpick on Guitar
This collection of 146 fingerstyle transcriptions and arrangements covers a wide variety of styles including dozens of
popular and jazz standards as well as blues and country songs, sea chanteys, folk ballads, sacred, gospel and Christmas
melodies, Celtic and patriotic tunes, children's songs, classical and wedding music, and select Piburn originals. the book is
designed as a resource for guitarists in virtually any solo performance situation. the result of years of experience as an
arranger/composer and performing guitarist, this book provides a goldmine of tunes for the fingerstyle player. from
Greensleeves and the Girl I left Behind Me to 'Round Midnight and the Girl from Ipanema, this comprehensive anthology has
it all. You'll be able to compile your set lists for a broad array of venues from this single source! Intermediate to advanced in
difficulty with all tunes appearing in standard notation and tablature.

Music Publishing in St. Louis
Highlighting Chet Atkins’ 50-plus-year career as a virtuoso singer, songwriter and record producer, this book is an analysis
and appreciation of the most noteworthy recordings of one of the world’s greatest guitarists. Atkins’ whole body of
work—truly unmatched in the history of modern musical entertainment—and nearly 140 of his all-time greatest recordings
are discussed. An overview of his life and work is provided.

Chet Atkins
The fascination with tragedy and the subsequent theatre of voyeurism are part of human nature, especially when it involves
our icons, celebrities and musicians. Knocking On Heaven's Door is the definitive book of rock 'n' roll, pop, R&B and blues
deaths. Often, only the biggest selling artists are written about and sometimes it is the death of a personality that cements
their iconic status. Knocking On Heaven's Door not only covers the rock legends who lived hard and died young, this
detailed reference contains over 1,000 obituaries of music industry personalities, famous and obscure from mid-fifties to
the present day. Alphabetical entries of all the important individuals, including: noteworthy producers, managers,
songwriters, record company founders A&R men and even critics, puts all the information at your finger tips. Nick Talevski
has spent a decade researching this comprehensive and authoritative reference book and it will be an indispensable and
practical addition to every music library, full of irresistible and intriguing information.

MusicHound Country
Introduced in 1954 as one of Gretsch's "Guitars of the Future," the White Falcon was an overwhelmingly impressive
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instrument. The influence of this spectacular new guitar spread to other models and guitar manufacturers. It was the dawn
of a half-century of awe-inspiring guitars which are now favored by widely popular artists including Pete Townshend, Tom
Petty, Alanis Morisette, Sheryl Crow, John Frusciante, Bo Diddley, and more. This book compiles the best of Gretsch's
inventions over the past 50 years and tells the stories of their creation and the men who created them. Includes 100
photos! (8-1/2 inch. x 11 inch., 144 pages)

Compact Disc Packaging & Graphics 2
"Country", a buyer's guide which helps consumers build their CD collections, profiles and reviews the work of 1,000
individual artists and groups, from Patsy Cline and Bill Monroe to Garth Brooks and Allison Krause and Union Station. The
bonus CD is a sampler of some of the hottest country music out there. 125 photos.

Chet Atkins
(Guitar Recorded Versions). Features 14 fingerstyle favorites transcribed in notes & tab from this unparalleled player:
Arkansas Traveler * Blue Echo * Chinatown, My Chinatown * The Claw * Lady Madonna * Lover, Come Back to Me * My Little
Waltz * Oh By Jingo, Oh By Gee, You're the Only Girl for Me * Slinkey * Trambone * When You Wish upon a Star * Wobegon
(The Way It Used to Be) * Yankee Doodle Dixie. Includes a note from Chet Atkins, tips on playing his music, photos and a
guitar notation legend.

Chet Atkins Note-For-Note
(Guitar Collection). Do you feel you've learned enough fingerstyle guitar technique to start playing some real tunes? If so,
this is the book for you. 50 must-know songs, including: Blackbird * The Boxer * Dust in the Wind * Fire and Rain *
Greensleeves * Hell Hound on My Trail * Is There Anybody Out There? * Julia * Puff the Magic Dragon * Road Trippin' * Shape
of My Heart * Tears in Heaven * Time in a Bottle * Vincent (Starry Starry Night) * The Wind * and more.

The Guitar Style of Jerry Reed (Songbook)
Traces the history of country music, discusses trends and styles, and includes brief profiles of top songwriters, singers, and
musicians

The Comprehensive Country Music Encyclopedia
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James Vincent is a "world class" musician. That he is not a household name is entirely by his choice, yet almost all who have
seen him perform or heard his recordings have become his fans. He has written a unique, brutally honest account of his life
his childhood and discovery of the guitar; his going on the road at seventeen to play in seedy dives and military service
clubs; later, in famous upscale clubs across the country; then making records and playing huge concert venues. James gives
us an inside look at the recording industry the studios, the performers, producers and promoters. He gives us behind the
scenes insights into many famous personalities names like Santana, Garcia, Harrison and Cetera, and acknowledges some
unsung heroes in the music world. His cast of characters includes the very rich and the down and out, the saint and the
prostitute, the famous, the infamous and the very bizarre. This is a story about learning the hard way; about dysfunctional
families, choices and consequences, lust, infidelity, despair, triumph, tragedy, friendship and betrayal. Most of all, it is a
life's journey to discover the meaning of unconditional love and spiritual fulfillment. It is indeed, an odyssey. ?R.J.M.

Rockin' in Time
(Guitar Recorded Versions). Chet Atkins is one of guitar's living legends. In this book you will find the best of Chet's
contemporary recordings completely transcribed in both tablature and standard notation, including several duets with Dire
Straits' Mark Knopfler. 14 songs in all, including: Avalon * Imagine * My Song * and more.

Complete Chet Atkins Guitar Method
The Rise of the Crooners examines the historical trends and events that led to the emergence of the crooning style. The
lives and careers of six pioneers of the style-Bing Crosby, Russ Columbo, Gene Austin, Rudy Vallee, Johnny Marvin, and Nick
Lucas-are covered at length.

The Encyclopedia of Popular Music: Swift, Rob - ZZ Top
The legendary critic and author of Mystery Train “ingeniously retells the tale of rock and roll” (Publishers Weekly, starred
review). Unlike previous versions of rock ’n’ roll history, this book omits almost every iconic performer and ignores the
storied events and turning points everyone knows. Instead, in a daring stroke, Greil Marcus selects ten songs and
dramatizes how each embodies rock ’n’ roll as a thing in itself, in the story it tells, inhabits, and acts out—a new language,
something new under the sun. “Transmission” by Joy Division. “All I Could Do Was Cry” by Etta James and then Beyoncé.
“To Know Him Is to Love Him,” first by the Teddy Bears and almost half a century later by Amy Winehouse. In Marcus’s
hands these and other songs tell the story of the music, which is, at bottom, the story of the desire for freedom in all its
unruly and liberating glory. Slipping the constraints of chronology, Marcus braids together past and present, holding up to
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the light the ways that these striking songs fall through time and circumstance, gaining momentum and meaning,
astonishing us by upending our presumptions and prejudices. This book, by a founder of contemporary rock criticism—and
its most gifted and incisive practitioner—is destined to become an enduring classic. “One of the epic figures in rock
writing.”—The New York Times Book Review “Marcus is our greatest cultural critic, not only because of what he says but
also, as with rock-and-roll itself, how he says it.”—The Washington Post Winner of the Deems Taylor Virgil Thomson Award
in Music Criticism, given by the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers

Chet Atkins - Vintage Fingerstyle (Songbook)
History of Rock 'n' Roll in Ten Songs
A collection and explanation of many different types of important progressions for the intermediate and advanced guitarist.

Acoustic Guitar Tab White Pages (Songbook)
We’ll start out with them going school. They’re in the ninth grade and were like other kids, normal. As they go up each
grade, things start to change. Most of the time it’s normal but one day they’re going to school. The girl saw one of the girls
hugging him, and she was smiling, when he walked over there. She asked him does he love her, and he said, “Actually,
yes,” and that’s when everything was going on. They also put a band together and played in clubs. Every year one club put
on the battle of bands, so they signed up for that and won the battle of the bands. They became famous all over the world.
The same girl was making some of the girls scary to date that boy. They had a contract and recorded their songs in New
York, then after three years they had the Mafia after them, where they stole fifty billion dollars and a rare diamond. They
used their skill for those years, but the Mafia finally caught up with them. It looked like there was no more Fabulous 8, but
they were still alive. They were getting makeover and were called different names and became double agents. They put
bionics in them for them to save the world of bad guys but to find out their parents were aliens from another planet and
they had superpowers, but that will be in the second book.

Fingerstyle Guitar Gig Book
All Music Guide to Country
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50 Years of Gretsch Electrics
Chet Atkins
(Guitar Collection). This awesome collection features note-for-note transcriptions with tab for 150 acoustic favorites from
yesterday and today! Songs include: About a Girl * Across the Universe * Adia * Angie * At Seventeen * Barely Breathing *
Behind Blue Eyes * Best of My Love * Bitch * The Boxer * Building a Mystery * Change the World * Come to My Window *
Crazy on You * Drive * Dust in the Wind * Fast Car * Galileo * Here Comes the Sun * I Am a Man of Constant Sorrow * Iris *
Jack and Diane * Layla * Learning to Fly * Leader of the Band * Leaving on a Jet Plane * Loser * Maggie May * Mr. Jones *
More Than Words * Name * Not Fade Away * Patience * Pinball Wizard * Pink Houses * Signs * Silent Lucidity * Southern
Cross * Suite: Judy Blue Eyes * Superman (It's Not Easy) * Sweet Home Chicago * 3 AM * Tears in Heaven * Time for Me to
Fly * Time in a Bottle * Torn * Wonderwall * Yellow * Yesterday * You've Got a Friend * and many more unplugged gems.

The Orphée Data-base of Guitar Records
(Play Like). Study the trademark songs, licks, tones and techniques that made Chet Atkins a legend. Audio files of all the
music in the book are included. Explore 14 of Atkins' most influential songs including: Country Gentleman * Galloping on the
Guitar * Mister Sandman * Orange Blossom Special * Tiger Rag (Hold That Tiger) * Yakety Axe * and more.

PTM.
Offers profiles of more than six hundred performers, songwriters, and groups, and discusses themes and topics in country
music

Don McLean
Compiles career biographies of over 1,200 artists and rock music reviews written by fans covering every phase of rock from
R&B through punk and rap.

Guitar Legends
Containing 27,000 entries and over 6,000 new entries, the online edition of the Encyclopedia of Popular Music includes 50%
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more material than the Third Edition. Featuring a broad musical scope covering popular music of all genres and periods
from 1900 to the present day, including jazz, country, folk, rap, reggae, techno, musicals, and world music, the
Encyclopedia also offers thousands of additional entries covering popular music genres, trends, styles, record labels,
venues, and music festivals. Key dates, biographies, and further reading are provided for artists covered, along with
complete discographies that include record labels, release dates, and a 5-star album rating system.

What Is This Thing Called Jazz?
An examination of rock-and-roll from a social history perspective. Tracing rock from its inception 50 years ago to the
present, the study shows how this popular musical genre has mirrored two generations of listeners.

The Illustrated Stephen King Trivia Book
This revised and updated second edition of The Illustrated Stephen King Trivia Book features all of the original questions
from the first edition, along with more than one hundred new questions about Stephen King's most recent releases! Also
included are ten brand new illustration-based questions from Cemetery Dance favorite artist Glenn Chadbourne, along with
the four dozen illustration based questions from the original edition. This new edition concludes with a brand new afterword
by Kevin Quigley, founder of Charnel House, one of the oldest Stephen King fan sites on the web.The Illustrated Stephen
King Trivia Book Brian James Freeman and Bev Vincent includes material right up through The Wind Through the Keyhole
and no Stephen King collection will be complete without it!

London Theatre Record
(Book). Having two mega-hits ("American Pie" and "Vincent") back-to-back in the early 1970s rocketed Don McLean to
international superstar status. Four decades and hundreds of original songs later, he's charted 21 singles (including five
number one hits worldwide), played thousands of live concerts and sold millions of records. Universally recognized as one of
America's most brilliant songwriters, his unique songs have been performed and recorded by a Who's Who of elite
entertainers, including Elvis Presley, Garth Brooks, Madonna, Chet Atkins, Fred Astaire, George Michael, Eddy Arnold, Perry
Como, Julio Iglesias, Josh Groban, Shirley Bassey, and many others. This deluxe hard-cover coffee-table autobiography
recounts the upbringing and adventures of America's legendary singer-songwriter including the stories behind his songs
"American Pie," "Vincent," "And I Love You So," and many other iconic songs that defined a generation. Jam-packed with
beautiful full-color rare photos of McLean through his entire life, reproductions of album covers and hand-written lyrics,
McLean's story in his own words, and much much more, this deluxe collectible edition features 382 pages which all Don
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McLean fans will enjoy. Each copy in this numbered edition of 1500 copies is signed personally by Don McLean. Each book is
shipped in a protective case to ensure no defects.

Frets
There is no better authority on jazz than the creators, educators, and writers who have made this enigmatic musical style a
major force internationally as well as in American history. The answer to the question what is jazz? is as complex and
diverse as those involved in it. This book takes the question to noted musicians, scholars, and composers, creating a
documentary style of oral history that makes you feel as if you are actually in the room as they put the sounds they know
as music into words. The ideas from these authentic, personal voices of authority provide a unique perspective that will
enlighten the novice and stimulate the professional. Ron Carter, Bassist-Because they are improvising does not necessarily
mean that it is jazz Buddy Rich,Drums-Trane to Bird, Diz to Miles, all in the family of jazz, just different children. Ray
Charles, Singer/Pianist-Jazz is the freedom to do what you want within the confines of the chord structure. Milt Jackson,
Vibraphonist-"The era of bebop represents jazz to me. Chet Baker, Trumpet-Paris Jazz is a hard swinging rhythm section
with everybody playing with the same time feeling.

The Rough Guide to Rock
An all-new, expanded collection of the best promo and retail packaging for compact discs. Includes CD covers, booklets,
screen-printed images on discs and more by top designers from around the world.
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